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1. The quantity of projective curvature. 
We consider a linear connection 1) leaving transvections invariant: 

bvY = dv" + r;fL v~ dx fL 

dWÀ = dWÀ - r;fL Wv dx fL 
(1) 

If 
S .. v - 1/ (r V r v 

) ÀfL - 2 },fL- fLÀ (2) 
has the form 

S;.~v = S[~ A~l' (3) 
the connection is ca lied a halfsymmetrical one 2). 

First we take Si.~ y quite general and using the quantity of curvature 

R;"~i Y we form a quantity P ;".~ i v in the same way as this is done in an 

afflne connection 3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Then the following theorems hold: 

I. In a halfsymmetrical connection P.;/~i Y is invariant with all geo~ 

desical transformations of the r(;,. which leave Sy invariant. 

11. If P ;"~i v is invariant with all transformations wich leave Sj./ in~ 

variant. the connection is halfsymmetrieal. 

111. A halfsymmetrical connection can then and only then be trans~ 

formed by a geodesical transformation of the r)y".. which leaves S, 

invariant. into a displacement with a zero quantity of curvature. if 

P ;" .~i y is zero. 

We have some remarkable identities. For a halfsymmetrical connection 
holds: 

1) Der Rieci KalkuI. SPRINGER 1924, p. 67. 
2) R. K. p. 69. 
3) R. K. p. 131. 
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\l. P;,~'/ = - 2 (n-2) \l[w Pp.p + ! 
+ n~l S [wRp.)]- n~l S [) \lOl Sp.]-4S(0)Rp.p+2S.Ro;~i" . 

For an affine connection this identity passes into: 

If p ... • = 0 the conditions w .... ). 

\l[w S ,,,] =0 

\l[w PfI.]l. = 2 S[W Pp.P 

hold for a halfsymmetrieal connection. 

2. The quanlity of conformal curvature. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

We eonsider a metrieal con neet ion leaving transvections invariant. and 

we suppose S;/ =t'= 0 1). The r;,u. are given by the equation 2) : 

r =Il,u! +S"v -2S· . ).," I v \ l p. • (lp. ) 
(11) 

Using the quantity of curvature. which we will eaU Ko;;i·. we form a 

quantity C~).~;. Y in a perfectly analogous manner as this is done in a 

RIEMANNIAN connection : 

(12) 

1 
L p.J, = - Kp.). + 2(n-l) Kg,,,) (13) 

(14) 

Then the following theorems hold: 

I. In a halfsymmetrical connection C~,.~ ;, Y is invariant with all con· 

formal transformations of g jp. 

11. If Co;,~~ v is invariant with all conformal transformations of g )p. . 

the connection is halfsymmetrieal. 
111. A halfsymmetrical connection can then and only then be trans. 

formed by a conformal transformation of gj.u' which leaves Sj, invariant, 

in aconnection with a zero quantity of curvature, if C;,~;: is zero. 

1) R. K. p. 72. 
2) R. K. p . 73. equation (53b). 
3) R. K. p. 170. 
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Here also some remarkable identities exist. 
For a halfsymmetrical connection we have 

V', C~;i' = - 2 .-2 V',.Lpll-S,.Rpll + ... ' 4 ' , . n-3 ! 
+ 2S. R""û + n-2 gJ.[6l GfJJ. S 

V« GfJ« = 2 S« G"fJ' . . 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

For a RIEMANNIAN connection this identity passes into: 

n-3 
V. C~i.;· = - 2 n-2 V[", L",p .. ... (18) 

If C ·· :· = 0 the relations 
CJJp.J. ' 

L(p),] = - (n-2) Vl." Sl] 

V[6l LfJl. = 2 S[6l LfJ] •. 
hold for a halfsymmetrical connection. 

(19) 
(20) 




